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Newly discovered original J.N. Andrews’ letters affirm a
legacy of scholarship and evangelism
In October, Jeanne Andrews, a great granddaughter of J.N. Andrews, donated
an extraordinary collection of letters and artifacts to the Center for Adventist
Research that illuminate the life of the university’s namesake. Most notably, the
collection includes nearly 30 handwritten letters by J.N. Andrews.
Over the next few pages, we reproduce images of selected letters to recreate the
reading experience one might have with the original documents. These letters
often reveal a personal side of Andrews while simultaneously demonstrating his
passionate commitment to Adventist education, scholarship and missions. The
collection also reveals that these commitments led Andrews to positions that
didn’t always coincide with Church leadership. In short, the letters affirm that
Andrews’ life followed God’s leading, a course that repeatedly demanded personal sacrifice, immense dedication and steady resolve.
VIEW THE COLLECTION
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In this excerpt, from a letter dated November 18, 1864, Andrews carefully and prayerfully offers reasons for rejecting a General
Conference request to move his family to Battle Creek. Central to his argument is his intention to document scholarship supporting the Church’s “historical testimonies.” Andrews writes: “…my mind has been exercised upon the importance of our
being prepared for that class of antagonists that should call in question our application of Prophecy by denying our historical

testimonies, by citing others that should better fulfill the Prophecies than our own, and by the various devices that shrewd
well informed opponents embittered against the unpopular truths that we cherish, would make use of.” The letter is an extraordinary example of the value Andrews placed on scholarship and its inherent relevance for evangelism.
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From Liverpool, England,
Andrews composed
this to his mother, his
first letter following
the transatlantic crossing. In it, he writes, “we
were taken seasick the
second night and were
sick about 24 hours.
Then helpless 24 more.”
Nonetheless, Andrews’
note reflects his gratitude for the safe passage, noting “that the
angel of God was with
us on the ship.”

The Andrews’ family
effort to bridge the
language barriers they
faced in Europe reached
a high point when
John and his children
agreed to (and signed)
a “Covenant concerning
the French language”
on Christmas Eve,
1876. In it, the family
vowed to “use only the
French language in our
conversation with one
another,” and that they
would “not depart from
this arrangement except
by mutual consent.” The
covenant included an
ambitious and telling
exception—they would
be allowed to use “the
German language whenever we can speak a
word or sentence of it.”
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Writing to his uncle
on March 13, 1877,
Andrews describes
a recent battle with
pneumonia. “Very
violent pain came on in
my right side, and I was
other ways in much distress. In about a week
my disease reached its
height and for several
hours it appeared to me
that I must immediately
choke to death.” Later
in the letter, Andrews
recalls that “nothing
could have given . . .
[him] greater pleasure” than having his
father and mother and
immediate family live
together on the property he had purchased
in Rochester, N.Y. That
wish was to remain
unfulfilled, as Andrews
succinctly observes: “. . .
father was immediately
taken away, and my
wife has followed him
to the grave, and myself
and children are in a
foreign land.” The letter is a bleak reminder
of the difficulties and
loss Andrews suffered
while serving his church.
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In this letter addressed to Review editor Uriah Smith, and dated April 24, 1883, Andrews
contemplates the prospect (brought closer to home because of illness) of his obituary
being carried in the Review. Modestly, he encourages Smith “to make the simplest and
briefest statement possible” and to “exclude any word of eulogy.”

Also in the Collection
Merlin Burt, director of the Center
for Adventist Research, calls the
new J.N. Andrews collection “the
most remarkable new collection
of original letters, manuscripts,
photographs, and artifacts that I
have seen in at least a couple of
decades.” Along with 29 letters in
Andrews’ own hand, other notable pieces in the collection include
three letters from Mary Andrews,
and ten letters from Ellen White,
six of which were previously unknown to scholars.
In his assessment of the collection,
Burt believes we might learn the
following significant lessons:
1. “Andrews was a man of
prayer….He sought the spirit’s
guidance and was distrustful of
his own motives and attitudes.”
2. “All of his scholarship was for
the purpose of advancing God’s
dear ‘cause.’”
3. “His experience teaches us that
scholarship is a valuable and necessary support for mission. Without
solid spirit-directed research, mission will be less effective.”
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